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DISTANCE IS A FORM OF SELF-CARE
A Conversation with Ukamaka Olisakwe
In 2014, Ukamaka Olisakwe was named one of Africa’s most promising writers
under the age of 40 by the UNESCO World Book Capital for the Africa39 project.
In 2016, she was awarded an honorary fellowship in Writing from the
International Writing Program at the University of Iowa. In 2018, she won the
Vermont College of Fine Arts’ Emerging Writer Scholarship for the MFA in
Writing and Publishing program. Ukamaka is also a finalist for the Miles Morland
Writing Scholarship, and has had her works appear in the New York Times,
Longreads, The Rumpus, Catapult, Rattle, Waxwing, Jalada, Brittle Paper, Hunger
Mountain, Sampsonia Way, and more.
Her novel Ogadinma is forthcoming from Indigo Press.
Linda Masi is the fiction editor at Yalobusha Review.
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LM: Congratulations on your novel! To start, I see a lot from the book stemming
from your essay “After Three Children, Reclaiming My Body and My Mind”, an
intense narration of the postpartum, post-traumatic stress brought on by giving
life to another human being. I’m thinking about how that connects to the
experience of lead character Ogadinma when she is raped and left with an
unwanted pregnancy. She is then subjected to exile and suffers further abuse and
indignity in her marriage to an older man. Both personally and in your fictional
work, you seem interested in exploring the trauma and violence against the
black/African female body by patriarchal systems. How do you see yourself
representing the struggle for female independence, and countering narratives of
black male privilege and patriarchy?
UO: I think I deliberately relegate the male privilege to the periphery. I act as if it
is not there, even though it hulks over the themes in my stories. I do this all the
time because patriarchy is already a given and is ennobled by society, the dark
figure looming over us, dominating the conversation, sucking all the attention, and
banishing everything else to the background. So, why give it more power? Why
shine more light on what’s already, unappealingly, in the spotlight?
What I am interested in doing is to embolden what happens in the background. I
want to keep centering that background in my stories, to make it prominent, a
continuous conversation, like postpartum depression, postpartum complications,
marriage, motherhood, womanhood, and so on and so forth.
I have written graphic things about what happens to the woman’s mind and body
after childbirth, especially through the lens of my own experiences. I also strung a
similar thread in Ogadinma (my character experiences a postpartum shock that
pushes her, finally, into making an important decision). And I think that this
conversation about the woman’s body is necessary; I am no longer accepting the
hushed tones with which we speak about postpartum depression and
complications in my community. We all crave change. But if we don’t talk about
these things, if we don’t give them a face, how else can we make our community
better? By willing them away?





UO: That I can’t stop talking about marriage and motherhood.
I come from a community where girls are encouraged to marry during their
teenage years. This stunted our mothers’ growth, their entire lives reduced to a
single thing: caregivers. While many wholeheartedly embraced this role (what
other option do they have anyway?), some didn’t and I am interested in those who
fought back. I am fascinated by how they hold their anger well on the inside, their
pain smoothened over with layers of compact powder, smiles widened by the right
shade of lipstick, dim eyes brightened with thick swats of eye pencil. These
mothers bear the weight of these stories on their shoulders; it has hunched their
backs and given them arthritis.
We don’t talk about them enough in my community. We don’t talk about how
marriage and childbirth devastate the woman. Instead, we sing about the virtuous
mothers who endured and suffered for their husbands and their children; we exalt
suffering as a virtue every girl must aspire to. We dance to Prince Nico Mbarga’s
“Sweet Mother” on Mother’s Day. And we judge the new generation of women
who refuse to participate in that vicious circle, who reject that legacy of suffering.
We call them angry, bitter, corrupt.
I have found these to be a running thread in all my stories, in my poems, in my
essays: the relationship between a woman’s body and the society, the mother and
her daughter; how we succumb under the weight of something we were told was
supposed to be beautiful.
LM: What has been the biggest challenge you have encountered as a writer?
UO: My biggest challenge has been to learn how to put a distance between myself
and the deeply personal narratives I often write about: How do I tell this story
without having it demeaned as overly confessional by snobbish cultural critics?
Also, how can I be vulnerable on the page and clearheaded enough to articulate
my experiences without being ambushed by the anxiety from time past? How do I
protect myself from old pain?
Last semester my professors recommended some great reads, including Yiyun Li’s
amazing memoir, Dear Friend, From My Life I Write to You in Your Life and
Carmen Maria Machado’s In The Dream House. These works taught me new ways
of approaching sensitive topics—how to be cold, yet personal. They also opened
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my eyes to how the passage of time affects the tone certain stories take, with the
gap in time serving as the psychological distance the writer needs to process their
trauma, before they can critically articulate them, so the written work wouldn’t
appear too raw.
That distance is a form of self-care, and it also can determine the container a
writer ultimately employs in conveying certain stories: like using a second person
point of view. By so doing, the writer projects vulnerable thoughts and







He called right when I had finished meeting with a student, and though I usually
checked the number before answering, this time I hadn’t because I was expecting
my wife to be calling about our dog, Miles. “It has been a long time,” I said to him,
trying to place the voice. He’d caught me off guard. I closed my eyes and thought a
moment. I knew I’d have another student knocking on the door to discuss their
midterm grade so I’d have an excuse to get off the phone if needed. Even with the
name Steven, I had to think hard about it. Only students with that name appeared
in my mind. “A long time, indeed,” the voice repeated. “A long time.”
Steven said he’d happened upon my story in a literary journal, one of a few his ex-
wife still had subscriptions to but that sometimes made their way to his mailbox.
She was a writer, too, apparently. I stood up as he spoke and looked out my office
window and saw some students walking. I imagined them heading back to their
dorm rooms to rest. When I focused on them, it was hard not to think of them as
children with endless possibilities now with declared majors and goals. Future
trajectories. How much life would have been different, I thought, if we’d had
children.
It was in thinking of the students as children that Steven finally emerged. He was
someone from childhood, a neighborhood friend. I scratched behind my right ear,
felt the closeness of hairs along my neckline. It had to have been almost four
decades since I’d last seen him in the neighborhood; but there he was: summer
tan, red baseball cap and tennis shoes, the ones with a kangaroo. A childhood
memory, faded. I’d moved with my mother and sisters right before I was to begin
high school because my parents had suddenly separated and decided no one
should remain in the family home. “A clean slate,” my father had said. And so it was
sold and we went our separate ways, though I’d occasionally see my father at
Thanksgiving or Christmas until he died. Naturally, I’d lost touch despite
promising not to.
Though Steven normally forwarded the magazines and sometimes even handed
them to his ex-wife in person instead of using them to light his fireplace, as he told
it, he was surprised to see a name on the cover he’d recognized. “Of course I
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looked you up online. But you know, you were always either reading some book or
telling stories when we walked to school, so I had a feeling it might be you,” he
said. “Then I read your bio. Not too many Asian guys with such an Anglo last name,
right? Anyway, I really enjoyed the story,” he said, then, “I know it’s a strange
request, but I wanted to talk to you about it. If you had the time.”
He’d be in the area next weekend for business after visiting his daughter, a
freshman in college. As he talked, I thought of possible reasons not to meet him,
and I imagined my wife shaking her head at the situation, even laughing a little,
then mouthing the word “purgatory” to me. But I had a hard time saying no
without a legitimate reason, which meant I had a hard time lying to people, even
strangers. But it’s probably also fair to say I was also a little intrigued. What had
life presented Steven? One thing, clearly, was a child, fatherhood. And so I agreed.
As we set a meeting time, somehow it seemed as if I wasn’t talking with someone
I’d once known in grade school but some strange version of him because I hadn’t
seen or spoken to him in over three decades: the ones where so many of life’s vast
transitions take place.
Though I remembered a version of him, it was just that: a childhood memory. Now
it was an adult voice. He continued speaking as if we’d never had a long interval in
our friendship, as if we’d not grown up, taken the paths we’d taken—as if I’d
spoken to him just last weekend at our kids’ soccer game. “Sure, sure,” he said, as I
told him my wife was on the other end. “And thanks for agreeing to meet. See you
then,” he said.
“Who was that?” my wife asked.
“An old friend.”
“Would I know him?”
“No, he’s from a long time ago.”
“Oh, okay. Well, Miles’s doing okay,” she said. “Better than yesterday. He actually
just walked to the window. It was very slow. But—oh, I wish you could see him. It
makes me so happy to see him move some.”
“Are you going to be okay?” I asked, and walked back to my chair.





Someone knocked on my door, which was cracked. I looked up.
“Sorry,” I said. “A student.”
“Of course,” she said, then added, “Please, don’t be late tonight.”
The previous weekend had altered life for us as we’d found out our dog of nearly
ten years had to be put down. This was not a dramatic thing for someone who had
already experienced this, perhaps even in childhood, as I had twice. But my wife,
who had been deathly afraid of dogs as a child and who had overcome that with
Miles, had not and so it had proven difficult to let him go. “A week at the most,” our
vet, Dr. Mira, had said, when we asked how much time we might have left with
him. “I’m sorry,” he added. “Miles is really a wonderful dog. But you don’t want him
to suffer unnecessarily.” My wife nodded and I thanked him, shook his hand. I
could only imagine what it must be like for Dr. Mira who had been the only vet
Miles had seen all his years of life. I imagined him going into his office and sitting,
maybe standing by his window, hands behind his back, and peering out, existing in
a kind of momentary blankness before taking a sip of water or tea and preparing
himself for his next appointment, the news being either very good or very bad.
“A week,” my wife repeated, looking at Miles in the backseat, his body curled as
tight as it could be, as if he were cold, instead of with his head hanging out the
window. As the three of us drove home, she looked out the window and said it
again. “A week. One damn week.”
When I got home that night, I told my wife about my meeting with Steven. She was
already upset that I was late, something I’d promised not to be, but she sat and
listened. Nodded.
“Why would he want to meet you now?” she asked. I shrugged my shoulders at
her. “And why on earth did you agree?”
“He said he wants to talk about one of my stories.”
“Ah,” she said. “A fan.”
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“Doubtful,” I said and sat down by her and Miles. “It’s hard to really know why he
wants to meet. He has a daughter too, adopted from China.”
“China?” she said. “Interesting. It seems as if everyone has adopted abroad these
days.”
“Some people exhaust all the options,” I said. “They’ll be damned if they won’t get
the chance to be a parent.”
“Well,” she said. “Miles has been quite enough for me. He growled today. Right
after we got off the phone. He saw a squirrel. It wasn’t very loud, but I heard him
and it was wonderful.”
“Is that so,” I said, and bent over to rub Miles’s belly, where I could feel so many of
the tumors engulfing his body. It made me think of my lipomas, which seemed to
increase steadily each year and worried my wife. My hand paused a moment and
my wife said, “I know. There’s so many of them now.”
His tail thumped twice slowly. As I moved my hand from his belly, a clump of hair
came off. In that moment, I had to bite my lip, suppress a memory of a childhood
dog. We didn’t have much longer.
“A few more days,” she said and she got up and went into the kitchen. I heard ice
cubes drop into a glass.
I stood up and put the hair in my pocket. I went into the kitchen and looked at her.
“I’m sorry I’m late.”
She took a sip of her drink and looked at me for a moment before closing her eyes
and nodding her head some. “We’ve still got a few more days.”
I nodded, then looked back at Miles, at our only child. He hadn’t moved. When he
was younger, he would follow us everywhere. If you got up to stretch even, he’d
get up, look at you earnestly, and wag his tail, expecting something was about to
happen.
I wasn’t sure what we’d do next. If we were younger, it might be easy: after a
required interval, we’d get another dog, establish a routine, and ignore, for a time,
that we’d be confronted again with this same dilemma years later. But we were




hope: five miscarriages in roughly a decade. We decided we couldn’t afford the
cost of IVF. Adoption, too, was off the table, not just because of the cost. “I will not
raise another person’s child,” my wife had said after the last miscarriage when I’d
mentioned it, when I thought we both still had a strong desire to be parents
despite what our bodies were telling us. I’d thought we, at least I, was better
equipped to parent an adopted child, having been adopted. For adopted people
especially, I thought, having a child was finally a way to see oneself: to see, to
touch, and to feel a blood relative. But I came to understand my wife’s point. And I
thought that people had and adopted children for the wrong reasons, often times,
though it never appeared that way to them, selfish ones. When we’d discussed it
again, I couldn’t say my desire for a child was not selfish in some ways. And so we
had settled on a dog, a rescue, despite my wife’s phobia. We had decided to parent
and love in this way.
I got up and went to the bathroom to splash water on my face and think again
about Steven, our collective childhood. The more I thought about him the more I
remembered that we hadn’t really been great friends. The friendship had been
more geographical. I looked in the mirror and saw my familiar face: Asian, male,
nearing fifty. Without child. What was there to talk about? We were complete
strangers whose lives had taken vastly different paths. Was there something
there that might tell me why he was calling now? I thought but nothing readily
came. It was just a story. But, it was also too late to say no.
After Steven recognized me at the coffee shop, we shook hands in the way people
do that reflects a particular kind of cordialness but not history. We ordered coffee
and sat outside and began with pleasantries, then moved onto more specifics. For
nearly a decade, he’d taught English abroad in many Asian countries, fell in love
once or twice, then moved back. He’d gotten married. Tried for kids, several
miscarriages, too. And then an adoption. A girl from China, Chloe, with her mother
now. Then business school. An affair, a separation, a divorce. I nodded at each new
piece of information, and came to see the collage of Steven’s adult life before
offering limited details of my own based on his questions.
“Those magazines,” he said, “They just kept piling up—all she did was read all day
and look at me with such disdain when I came home.” He drank from his cup. “I
mean, I know I was travelling a lot for work, but I was doing it for us.”
“Relationships are tough,” I offered, unsure what else to add. I wasn’t exactly sure
how he could tell me such intimate details about his life after so many decades. It
12
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felt like meeting someone for the first time. I took a sip of coffee, held it in my
mouth a moment before swallowing, then held the cup in my hands.
“You said you wanted to discuss that story I’d written?”
“I hope you don’t mind,” he said. “But, it’s just, I was so curious as to how the story
ended. I mean,” and he leaned forward some as if he were going to confess
something. “Did they get back together?”
“Well,” I said, and put my cup on the table. I still wasn’t sure what he wanted. It
was just a story. And not a very good one the more we talked and I thought about
it.
“No, no,” he said, before I could say anything. “I get it. A magician doesn’t reveal his
secrets, right? It’s just—” he said, and leaned back. He put his hands behind his
head a moment. I could just barely notice graying at the edge of his sideburns.
Despite that, he looked rather young for a man in his late forties. Very few
wrinkles in the usual spots. He reached into his jacket and produced a pack of
cigarettes and a lighter.
“You mind if I smoke?”
I shook my head and felt the stubble forming around my mouth, scratched my
head, thought about all the gray it now held. When I was adopted at three, my
mother had said I’d had three gray hairs, one, she surmised for each year of
trauma. Along with marking my height on the doorframe, she’d kept track of my
gray hairs whenever I visited for a holiday. It seemed the second thing she’d do
after asking if I’d eaten yet. Even in the hospital and then closer to the end, after
she’d lost all of her own hair, counting the gray hairs on my head seemed to bring
her a moment of respite which my sisters always found amusing.
“That story seemed so real to me. I read it and was like, this is me and Emma. This
is us. This is really fucking us. I just couldn’t believe it. It made me really think
about how I’d messed up.” He stopped and put a cigarette in his mouth. “It got me
thinking if only we’d been able to have a kid naturally. Maybe things would have
been different.”
When he said this, I wondered the same thing. Is that what keeps a relationship
going? Children. The family unit. But then I thought about his adopted daughter,




thought about all the absences he’d mentioned. And I didn’t know if having a child
would have brought my wife and me closer in ways; I didn’t know if in the
experience of parenting, of drawing lines, either one of us would have seen
something surprising, something latent. But I could imagine a child as testing and
pushing limits, forcing revelations on both sides.
“Would it have changed things?” I asked.
“Maybe. But,” he said and leaned in some. There was a clear pause and I could tell
he was processing the question, perhaps one he’d never thought about much.
“Probably not. Chloe is a good girl. She really is. I just,” he said. “I don’t think I was
quite ready to be a parent, you know? I’m glad she’s in college now.”
I nodded, but before I could merely agree socially, say something like, “Exactly,” he
chimed in.
“Shit, I’m sorry man. You said you didn’t have any kids. That was rude of me.”
“It’s okay,” I said. “Really.”
“What I mean is, I don’t think the adoption mattered much to me. Just having
another person to take care of, to be responsible for, that was a lot to handle back
then. Is that why,” and he paused again. “Do you think that’s what Emma was upset
about?”
“I don’t know. It’s just a story,” I said.
“Fiction. It’s—”
“I know, I know,” he said, cigarette still in his mouth. I imagined Steven to be a
social smoker; he didn’t have the telltale signs of being a daily smoker. “But it’s just
so, you know, what’s the word—uncanny. It’s uncanny.” He finally lit his cigarette,
exhaled.
I nodded, taking in the smell of tobacco and recalling my father, dead at forty-five.
Emphysema. Though whether it was related to smoking unfiltered cigarettes or
dealing with asbestos was hard to say. A combination of both most likely.
There was an uncomfortable silence after he lit up. I thought I might have
offended him in some way. But I still wasn’t sure what he wanted me to say, what
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he’d perhaps driven all this way to hear. I’d written many, many stories, published
fewer still. I’d never really known of anyone outside my small circle of friends to
read my work or have this kind of reaction. Even the ones who’d read my work,
most of them writers, too, never asked questions such as this.
“Would you humor me?” he asked.
I nodded.
“If you had to keep writing, do you think they might get back together? Is there
any chance they might make it work?”
I pictured my wife and Miles on the sofa watching television. His head would be on
her lap and she would be rubbing his ears. A familiar scene. Most likely, he’d be
asleep, the rising and falling of his stomach, the heat radiating from his paws
indicators of his life. If she were lucky, he’d whimper some in that sleep, move his
paws in a way that suggested dreams, the past, a memory where he was young and
healthy and moving fast and hard toward a tennis ball or a squirrel. She’d keep an
eye on the clock, wonder if I would be late yet again, then sort of close her eyes
and nod to herself once the time of my supposed arrival neared and finally passed.
Perhaps it was ideal that we didn’t have children, that I couldn’t fail a child through
promises, even small ones, I couldn’t keep.
I wanted to lie for Steven. I wanted to give him hope or the semblance of it. Isn’t
that one of fiction’s potentials: that it allows us the possibility of change through
seeing it in a character?
“I don’t know,” I finally said, and I really didn’t. Once I sent a story out and
especially once it got published, I moved on, stopped thinking about the tiny world
I’d created and, as I thought all writers did, tried yet again to get a story right.
“It’s okay,” he said and gave a half smile as if to indicate he wasn’t disappointed in
my response.
“I’m sorry, I really don’t know,” I said, again thinking about my wife and Miles at
home, wanting this conversation to end, wanting not to be late again, though
understanding that that was how time operated for me. He looked at me silently,





“Possibly,” I said, as a way to offer him something for driving all the way to see me.
As I said that one word, I was reminded of something my wife had said when we
first got married and our plans were routinely interrupted by various family
members needing my help. “Your problem,” she’d said to me, “is that you can’t say
no to anyone, even if they ask too much of you. Your mother, your sisters, a
stranger.” Of course, I’d disagreed then, said, “That’s not true.” But, as I sat with
Steven and tried to think of what I could give him, I realized she’d been correct.
“Even if you believe you’ve gotten over the malaise of gratefulness to your family,
your actions say otherwise. It’s your purgatory.”
“Possibly,” I said again thinking about the characters I’d written about. “But it
wouldn’t last. It would just be another cycle.”
He nodded.
“Some people, some relationships,” I said. “They just don’t work. Long term. And
children—that won’t solve the problem either. In the end, what does it matter if
Emma becomes a mother or not. That identity will not replace the deeper issues at
stake.”
He nodded again, lit another cigarette, and exhaled. “You’re right,” he suddenly
said. “Goddammit you’re right.”
We sat and he continued talking and speculating about the future, about the
things he could do, the places he could visit. He didn’t mention his daughter in
these possibilities and as he continued to talk, I wondered about her life, what she
really thought of Steven as her father, how adoption had brought her to this
family, these circumstances. I wondered what her major was and if she had
mapped out her future already. I wondered what experiences we might share
having both been adopted to this country.
As Steven continued to talk, I thought we would most likely not meet again; we
would not suddenly pick up where we’d left off, become good friends, confidants.
He would most likely not read my work again. This would be it. What he would do
next, I didn’t know. As he continued talking, it seemed as if he really wasn’t sure
what he would do next. He mentioned so many things. “Perhaps, I’ll go abroad
again,” he said and I nodded. He had options, for sure, as I believed all white men
did when life didn’t go the way they wanted. But like us, he was at a crossroads,
one where, because of our age and experience, would be harder in so many ways
to renege on once we’d finally decided on some kind of action.
16
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At the coffee shop later, my wife would admit she did not want to be in the room
when Dr. Mira euthanized Miles. And I would nod at her statement. But in the end,
she would relent, wanting to provide, as she would later say, “A familiar presence
to Miles among all that sterility.” Dr. Mira would nod, understand the indecision
through decades of experience, let us both hold Miles’s paw as it fell limp on the
metal table once he’d inserted the needle. My wife would then say, “So quick. The
life rushed out of him so quickly.”
________________
MARK L. KEATS was adopted from Korea and raised in Maryland. He has an MFA
from the University of Maryland and a PhD in Creative Writing from Texas Tech
University. He has received fellowships from Kundiman and The Martha’s
Vineyard Institute of Creative Writing. His work has recently been published in






I notice before he does. My husband of fifteen years has turned bearish. His nails
are suddenly hard, black and sharp. His arm hair is darker. Coarse tufts have
sprouted on his back. When I met him, I immediately noticed his strong back as he
hoisted himself up on the side of our local pool. I can still see it’s bronzed,
unblemished skin. Its heft. It was the kind of back that can lift things. Outdoor
things like lumber, sacks of fertilizer.
There are other changes, too. His nose is longer and today he comes to me holding
a worn, discolored incisor. “Look,” he says, “I’ve lost a tooth.” I peer into his mouth,
poke around the row of upper teeth and find the bloody hole where the incisor
had been. I press, pull my hand away, and wipe the blood from my finger on a
tissue. It blooms a surprising scarlet.
I hold a mini flashlight and send a small bright beam into his mouth.
“What are you doing?”
“I’m looking at the hole.”
There are tiny, pearly buds. I touch them, they feel rough and sharp. “You are
getting a new tooth,” I say and shut off the light.
“That’s impossible. You don’t get new teeth at age 45.”
Over the next months, each tooth falls out. In their places erupt larger sharper
ones. The pain as they grow in is dreadful. My husband, a man of few words, is
stoic. He whips up pastas, soups, poached fish, tasty meals that are not hard on the
teeth. It’s terrible to sit across from him and watch him suffer as he gingerly chews
soft rigatoni. I apply cold compresses and buy king-sized boxes of grape popsicles.
“Shouldn’t we call someone?” I ask.
“An alligator regenerates teeth fifty times.” He sounds defensive, like I’ve
18
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suggested he skip dessert. “I don’t want to make a big deal about it. I don’t run to
doctors for every little thing the way you do.”
Later, while loading the dishwasher, I consider the alligator’s lost teeth and worry
I’ve misunderstood. Perhaps he’s becoming an alligator. How would we know? On
Wikipedia, I learn alligators have three digits not five.
That night my husband takes me in the ravenous, thrilling way we were in our first
years together and then falls fast asleep. I’m startled by his desire. My heart
hammers, my lips ache where his huge teeth pressed into me. In that dark
nighttime place of the mind, I consider how monstrous my husband’s
transformation is becoming. I reach for his fingers, feel each to make sure they
haven’t shrunk to little alligator nubs. He pulls me toward him. I spoon him. The
wiry tufts on his back a comfort now, as I imagine rough reptile skin against my
cheek. I study his changed profile in the shadows, feel his enlarged ears under his
gray curls. Perhaps all men are destined to change. Perhaps we all become what’s
hidden within us.
________________
ANDREA MARCUSA’s literary fiction, essays and poetry have appeared in
Cutbank, River Styx, River Teeth, Citron Review, New South, and others. She’s
received recognition in a range of competitions, including Glimmer Train, Raleigh
Review, New Letters and Southampton Review. Andrea divides her time between





FIVE STAGES OF HUNGER
Dan Leach
Denial
“You must be hungry,” says my husband.
“I could eat,” I reply.
I say this without hesitation, but it is a lie. Which is why I deliver it with a code—a
face that says, I’m lying. Please notice that I’m lying.
The code is designed to lead him to the truth. The truth is I have not been hungry
in months. The truth is, after my mother died, food became another tasteless,
colorless thing that I could suddenly do without.
Someone told me this would happen and that, in time, the desire to eat would
return. But my mother died almost six months ago and everything good still tastes
like nothing.
“I’m in the mood for steak,” my husband says.
“I could do steak,” I lie again and resupply the code by adjusting my eyes to say,
Please, Honey. I. Am. Lying.
“Perfect,” he says. “Let’s try that place on Second Avenue.”
It is not his fault that he thinks of steaks when I’d rather him think of codes. My
husband wasn’t raised to think in terms of codes. He is a good man, born in the
Midwest and literal as a bucket of snow. He says what he feels and expects others
to do the same, Meanwhile I am a Southerner and therefore ruined by ambiguity.
There is also this: that everyone he loves is still alive.
Why the code at all? Why not simply speak to my husband like an adult? Other
than grief itself, which has made me starved for things I should not want, I have no
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valid reason.
“Second Avenue,” I say and grab my purse off the counter. “Sounds like a plan.”
While he is putting on his boots, I stare a hole into his large, reliable shoulders.
Something about the size of his back makes me seethe. His head, which is brown
and still wet from the shower, takes on the appearance of a football and I nurse
the fantasy of kicking it off his thick neck. I would hate this man if I did not love
him.
I would hate him if he wasn’t so perfect. But he is. He was perfect before my mom
got sick, he was perfect when her cancer got worse, and he was perfect at the end,
when the pain was so bad that she begged for it to be over, and when I wanted
what she wanted, except that I didn’t because I still wanted her with me in this
world. And now that she’s gone, he is perfect still—encouraging me when I can’t
get out of bed, feeding me when I don’t feel like eating, and keeping me in forward
motion through the hardest season I’ve ever endured.
“We will get past this,” he says to me, almost daily. “One day at a time, we will
move forward.”
Why anyone would hate a man like this, I cannot say. But I do. And I hate him most
when he forces me to eat. My husband is always forcing me to eat.
As soon as we leave our apartment, he puts his arm around me. I can smell his
cologne and, beneath that, the pine-scented soap he has used since we first met.
We walk together down Second Avenue and when the restaurant is in view, he
leans down and whispers in my ear, “I’m excited.”
“Me too,” I say.
“Perfect night for steak,” he says.
“It is,” I say. “It really is.”
I have given up on code for the night. I do it his way—I move forward one step at a
time.




since we got married eight years earlier. We eat and we drink. One of us asks a
question and the other one answers. And when, towards the end of the meal, he
asks why I hardly touched my food, I lie without even thinking about it.
“I ate something earlier,” I say. “It was a big bowl of cereal.”
He laughs and says something about how great it is to have leftovers. And as he
laughs, I watch his teeth. They are large and white and neatly arranged in rows.
Anyone would be lucky to be married to such teeth, but tonight I do not feel lucky.
Tonight his teeth remind me of perfect little tombstones. I want to use the butt
end of my steak knife and see how many I can break. I want to scream my mother’s
name to a roomful of strangers.
My husband reaches across the table and takes my hand in his.
“Let’s go home,” he says.
“Okay,” I say.
We go home and deposit the leftovers in the refrigerator. My husband waits until
we are in bed and the lights are off before he touches me. Like food, sex has lost
whatever colors it once had. It is a grey and hollow thing, but like eating, it is not
hard to lie and to let one moment slip into the next. I let him touch me however he
wants. I touch him back in ways that I once meant.
In this way, we make love. Then we move to our separate sides of the bed and try
to fall asleep.
The last image that comes into my mind before I sleep overtakes me is, strangely, a
large red bowl of Rice Crispies cereal. The tiny golden puffs are floating on the
whitest milk I’ve ever seen and I can tell that someone has dipped a spoon into
sugar and sprinkled the sugar across the cereal. I almost manage to fall asleep
before the sobbing starts.
“Are you okay?” my husband asks.
“I’m fine,” I say, choking down the tears.
Rice Crispies—my mother’s favorite.
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Anger
It’s dinner time again, several nights later, and my husband says to me, “How do
you feel about Italian?”
I consider leaving more code. Code which, upon decipherment, would tell him that
I feel nothing about Italian because I feel nothing about everything, especially
food. Code which would illuminate for him the reality of my appetite. That I wake
up not hungry, that I go to work not hungry, and that in the evenings when he
wants to talk about dinner I am not hungry in my compliance.
I am sympathetic with respect to his efforts. I know he has noticed the weight I’ve
lost—twenty, possibly thirty pounds. I know this scares him and I suspect that this
is why he works so hard to ensure that I eat.
But at the moment, I am tired of being sympathetic. I am tired of the deception
and tired of the compliance and tired of scattering code like some kind
breadcrumb trail for him to follow back to the truth. I decide to just tell him the
truth.
“I’m not eating anything,” I say. “And don’t try to force me.”
“Did you already eat?” he says and looks confused, like a bright-eyed student
struggling to solve a tricky equation.
“No,” I say and can feel my anger tingling in my nail beds. “And I’m not going to.”
The tone I use and the face I make is not a code. It is a neon sign composed of two-
foot letters, which flash like a cop car and loop in script to spell “LEAVE ME THE
FUCK ALONE.” Or, better yet, simply “LEAVE ME.”
“You have to eat,” he says and tries to come close to me.






“Part of moving forward is—”
“Stop talking.”
“I’m trying to help,” he says. “Tell me what I can do to help you.”
I answer this question as honestly as I possibly can.
“You can leave me alone,” I say.
“Okay,” he says and backs away.
Shockingly, my husband honors both requests. He puts on his boots, tells me that
he loves me, and leaves the apartment without another word. He stays gone for
just over an hour and when he returns he has food for me.
“It’s eggplant parmesan,” he says through the door to our bedroom, which I have
closed and locked. “I’ll leave it in the refrigerator.”
I say nothing in response. And because I want one more locked door between us, I
go into the bathroom. I take a long hot shower in which I don’t wash but instead
just stand there and let the scalding threads slide down my neck and back.
When I emerge, I stand naked in front of the half-fogged mirror and look at myself.
What I see is not good. It is much more than twenty pounds that I have lost.
Though the steam softens the blow, I see the sharpened bones in my shoulders.
My arms are wasted down to sticks. There are shadows gathering where they
shouldn’t—in my cheeks and around my hips. What I see is a skeleton.
“Eat,” I say to the skeleton, looking directly into its sunken eyes. “You want to live,
don’t you?”
But to this, the skeleton says nothing. It just stares back, all pale skin and sad veins
and poking bones.
Eventually the anger recedes. My husband keeps a bottle of gin in his closet. I
drink a third of it and the anger recedes even further. When finally I’m more numb
than fractious, I leave our bedroom and join my husband on the couch. I apologize
for losing my temper. He brings me the takeout container and I shove bites of
eggplant parmesan into my mouth. I tell my teeth to move. They comply.
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“It’s good, isn’t it?” he says.
“It is,” I reply.
“You know I’m just looking out for you, right?” he says.
“I do,” I reply.
“And you know we’re going to get through this, right?”
“I do.”
“One day at a time,” he says and kisses me directly atop my skeleton cheek.
Bargaining
Weeks go by. Or maybe it’s months. Another thing they never told me about grief
is that turns time into a splintered, swerving mess. I have good days and I have bad
ones. My husband has only good ones. He persists in his perfect array of duties—
listening and encouraging and loving and forgiving and, each night at exactly six-
o’clock, ensuring I receive bodily nourishment. Because of his persistence, I gain
ten pounds. My husband is pleased but reminds me that I need to gain even more.
“Hey,” I tell him. “Ten pounds is a small watermelon.”
He laughs and congratulates me on gaining a small watermelon.
“The bottom line,” he says. “Is that you’re looking better every day.”
My husband says this so often that I am beginning to think he means “You’re
getting better every day.” He has never admitted this conflation, but he doesn’t
need to. I know how he thinks about progress. That the best kind of progress is
progress that’s visible: points on a scoreboard; pounds on a scale. A Midwestern
literalist, he understands things best when he can see them.
What he cannot see, and what I have not told him, is that food, like most things,
still seems empty to me. I don’t desire food anymore than I desire to get out of bed




love. Except that even the foods I used to love—pineapple pizza and chocolate
chip pancakes and grilled cheese sandwiches served with tomato basil soup—have
all lost their power to move me.
“I could go for Mexican,” he says one night, right on cue, as the clock on the
microwave hits six o’clock. “Fish tacos. Chips and salsa. Maybe one of those
margaritas you love with the little umbrella?”
The word “umbrella” makes me think of rain, which makes me think of my
mother’s funeral, which makes me think of all those black umbrellas, which made
it hard to tell who was who, and which also made it so I could barely hear the
priest above the slap of rain on plastic. When my husband calls my name, I am no
longer thinking of umbrellas. I am trying to remember whether it was orchids or
chrysanthemums that were arranged by my mother’s casket.
“Honey?” he says and actually claps his hands. “How does Mexican sound to you?”
Instead of answering him, I pray. To God, to the Universe, to whomever or
whatever is listening, I pray, Let my hunger come back. Let me move forward and
want the things I’m supposed to want. If you do this, I’m yours.
“Honey?” says my husband. “Are you okay?”
“What’s that?” I say, still waiting for God’s response.
Praying reminds me of my father, who spent so much time kneeling down beside
my mother’s hospital bed that his knees and shins became covered with bruises. I
wonder what he tried to bargain in return for my mother’s life. I wonder how he
felt to know that, whatever he offered his god wasn’t good enough.
“Are you sure you’re okay?” my husband says to me.
“Mexican sounds fine,” I say and, as he bends down to put on his boots, I realize
something about my husband—that though he likely prays for many things, he has
never prayed for a life.
Depression
“Whatever” is what I say to my husband when tells me that he intends to cook
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lasagna for dinner. Much time has passed and I have gotten worse, not better. I am
done with codes and confrontations. I have resorted to inebriated growls.
Something about “Whatever” concerns him. Maybe it’s the frequency with which I
now use it, the way it has replaced “Yes” and “No” and even “I don’t know.” Or
maybe he thinks it’s emblematic of other recent changes—my getting fired for too
many absences; my moving from drinking wine at night to drinking bourbon
whenever I feel like it; my overeating and undershowering, which has effectively
transported me from skeleton to troll. Maybe, for him, “Whatever” is the word
that captures just how bad things have become.
Because the moment I say “Whatever” to his plan for lasagna, he comes out of the
kitchen and confronts me.
“How drunk are you?” he says.
“Not drunk enough,” I say and want nothing more than to get this over with.
He grows silent at this. He bites his bottom lip in the way that he does before
saying something he is afraid to say.
“I think,” he starts. “That it’s time you see someone. A professional, I mean.”
For this, I summon something other than “Whatever.” For this, I look him dead in
the eyes and say, “No.”
“It’s almost been a year,” he says.
“No,” I say.
“I’ve been asking around,” he says. “I found someone who I think would be really
great for you. She’s been a grief counselor for—”
“I said no. End of discussion.”
This is where I get up from the couch and walk away, not fast and violent as in the
angry days, but stumbly and slow enough to tell him what, in many ways, he
already knows—that I could not possibly care less about whatever he has to say.




“What makes you think you get to end the discussion?”
“Because,” I say, not bothering to turn around. “I don’t want to talk to a
professional and I definitely don’t want to talk to you.”
“Well,” he shouts. “You better start wanting to talk.”
I have reached the door to our bedroom and intend to enter, lock it behind me,
and pass out on the bed. And yet, I am intrigued by his last remark. That is, I am
intrigued by the way he said it—as if it were a threat.
Still in the doorway, I turn to face him.
“What does that mean?” I say.
“It means you can’t go on like this.”
“And what if I do?” I say. “What if I never get better? What then? You’ll leave?”
“Is that what you want?” he says. “You want me to leave?”
I take longer than I should to answer this question, in which time he wrings his
large hands like some small and worried child. Also, though I cannot be sure, from
where I am standing it looks like his eyes are covered with the film of new tears. I
watch him for a moment. I watch his little boy eyes, waiting to see if anything
comes out. When it doesn’t, and when I feel so tired that I could fall asleep right
there in the doorway, I stand there and open my mouth. That’s all it takes for the
old refrain to follow.
“Whatever,” I say before closing the door.
I use the bathroom before going to bed and only briefly do I look in the mirror on
my way out. The troll that lives there is worse than the skeleton. I hate its sad and
puffy face. I hate its greasy hair and bloodshot eyes. I hate the defeated slump that
never leaves its shoulders. So I say the most hurtful thing I can before turning off
the lights and climbing into bed.
“If mom saw you like this,” I say to the troll. “She would be so disappointed.”
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Acceptance
“Wake up,” says my husband.
I do and see that morning has flooded our bedroom. I feel tired and hungover and
hopeless, as I do most mornings these days. And yet, there is something about this
light. There is something about the way my husband walks through it and sits
down on the bed. I do not feel hope, per se, but some minor sense of possibility.
“Come on,” he says and rubs my back. “I made us breakfast.”
“Is there coffee?” I say.
“Yes,” he says. “Strong coffee.”
I sit up and compose my thoughts. I remember last night, or enough of it to know
that I feel ashamed of my behavior.
“I didn’t expect you to be here,” I admit. “I thought you’d be gone.”
“I live here,” he says. “Remember?”
He takes my hand in his and squeezes it. Then he brings it to his mouth and kisses
me on the knuckles. I feel his perfect teeth against my skin and don’t, at this
moment, completely want to break them. In fact, in this moment, I feel some level
of ownership is called for.
“I’m sorry about last night,” I say.
“It’s okay,” he says.
“No it’s not,” I say. “None of it is. I’ve been horrible lately.”
“It’s okay,” he says.
“I don’t really want you to leave.”
“Good,” he says. “Because I’m not. Now get out of bed and come to the table




I join my husband at the table, where there is scrambled eggs and buttered toast,
fresh coffee and orange juice. We sit down together and he fixes me a plate. He
starts to eat and encourages me to do the same. For the first time in months, today
feels like it might be a good day. And yet, before it can be a good day, there is
something I have to tell him, something I only now am able to put into words.
“I need you to do something for me,” I say. “Actually, I need you to stop doing
something for me.”
“Okay,” he says. “What is it?”
“Stop saying that I’m going to get through this.”
“But you will. It’ll take time, but you’re going to—”
“No,” I say. “I don’t want to get through this.”
Quicker than I knew they could, tears pour out of my eyes and grief folds me over
the table. I weep and I tremble and I scream. My husband reaches over and puts
his hand on my back. When I finally I sit up again, I use my napkin to blow my nose.
“She was my mom,” I say, still crying. “I don’t want to move past her.”
He thinks about this for a long time, so long that I collect myself and reach out for
his hand.
“Okay,” he says. “But let me ask you something.”
“What?”
“If you don’t want to move past this,” he says. “What do you want to do?”
There are many things I want to tell him in this moment. How I need him to stop
being so
perfect. How some nights I need him to just say nothing and hold me while we
watch bad
television. How other nights I need him to tell me every story he has about my
mom, no matter how small or silly he believes it to be. How I love him more than
anyone on the planet and how even though I am not moving past my mother’s
death, I want to not move past it with him.
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I want to say all of this, but I don’t say any of it. Instead, I pick up a piece of toast
and spread blackberry jam across it. I cut it into two triangles and lift one to my
mouth. I take a small bite out of the corner and, instead of chewing it, I hold the
bite in my mouth for as long as I can, so long the butter that has mixed with the
blackberry jam drips off the bread and onto my tongue.
My mouth is full of sweetness when I answer my husband’s question. I say to him,
“How
about we try eating?”
________________
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Rachel Schafer, senior editor
The Herald
Ms. Schafer:
I am writing in response to the CrimeNotes column in last Tuesday’s Herald—in
particular, the report about Brian Hall and his recent altercation with Scott
Chambers. The article in question, “A Barrage of Books: SGA President Injured in
Library Assault,” presents a misleading account of Hall’s arrest on April 4, 2010.
As one of his housemates and a close personal friend, I protest this malicious
attack on his character.
A scholar and a humanitarian, Brian embodies the best values of our beloved
school. By focusing solely on his violent outburst, which sent President Chambers
to the ER with a scalp wound and possible concussion, staff writer Charity Moore
ignores Hall’s admirable traits and contributions to social and intellectual life on
campus. Therefore, to lessen the current outrage against Mr. Hall and his
misguided blow to the face of the student body, I submit the following
clarifications.
#1: Six Books are not a “Barrage”
Brian launched his opening salvo, the Scribner Paperback edition of The Old Man
and The Sea, as he confronted Chambers on the fourth floor of Graves Library.
This initial shot missed, sailing wide to the right. Hall reloaded from his literary
arsenal before his target could react, and this round—the hardcover edition of
H.R. Stoneback’s Reading Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises—connected squarely
with the president’s forehead, knocking him from his chair and opening the cut
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that (allegedly) required sutures and led to assault charges.
Always persistent, Brian followed the Stoneback with two volumes of Cliffs Notes
and The Sun Also Rises, also a Scribner Paperback. A final missile was launched at
point-blank range, as Hall towered above his antagonist and cried, “Are you ready
for this, asshole? You ruined my life!” Ernest Hemingway: A Life Story, by
celebrated biographer Carlos Baker, would have dealt a devastating blow, given
its scope (697 pages), but Chambers dodged this dense tome, and his trail of blood
has stained both the library carpet and my friend’s dream of law school.
Meanwhile, having exhausted his anger and his sources, Hall slumped to the
ground and awaited his fate.
According to Merriam-Webster, a “barrage” involves “a heavy concentration of
fire.” Hall flung six books at Chambers, but only one of these scholarly missiles
found its target—hardly a “concentration.” Furthermore, are Cliffs Notes really
“heavy”? What about The Old Man and the Sea? Yes, Scribner’s stretches its
27,500 words to fill 127 pages, employing the font and spacing machinations of a
first-semester freshman, but isn’t the work really a novella, perhaps even a long
story? Certainly this light weaponry belies the article’s title.
#2:The Real Victim is the Research
Moore claims that Hall confronted Chambers “for whispering in the quiet section.”
Such flat prose lessens the intensity of the encounter. Indeed, Brian’s predicament
was far more dire than the article suggests. Still reeling from a personal
catastrophe, a devastating weekend that Moore failed to unearth in her so-called
“investigation,” Hall was scrambling to finish an essay before its midnight
deadline. This paper, an assignment for his American Literature survey,  required
him to compose “a 5-6 page, thesis-driven argument” that incorporated “two or
more secondary sources.” His topic had been approved before Spring Break, but
Hall lost his original notes and began that fateful evening with no more than a
promising title.
Two hours later, when Chambers broke his concentration, Brian had already
1
1 What manner of books fills our stacks, that they rip open flesh? Binding Services must be
questioned.
2 
2 New York: Scribner’s, 1969
3
4
3 English 232: American Writing after the Civil War





completed 483 of the 1500 words required. His promising efforts included the
following thesis: “Santiago serves as partner to the fish, but the bullfighters and
fishermen in The Sun Also Rises have a more violent (hostile?) connection to their
prey. This contrast is also reflected in the human relationships within the two
books as well. Both involve people and nature animals, but the most vicious
predator is the human spirit.”  By omitting these humanizing details, the article
downplays Hall’s immersion in Hemingway’s fiction, a focused meditation that
Chambers so rudely disrupted. True, a breach of library etiquette does not excuse
turning books into weapons—the pen is mightier than the sword, after all—but
readers should understand that Hall is a scholar, not a villain.
#3:The Question is the Answer
The article omits the primary clue to Hall’s irregular behavior. President
Chambers did far more than whisper to Lauren Cook: he whispered a question,
“Are You Ready?” This striking detail is the piece of the puzzle The Herald has
overlooked.
Cook raised her head and delivered the pre-arranged response: “I’m Ready for
Anything.” On the surface, the exchange sounds vulgar, implying an indecent use
of library facilities. However, as Chambers, Cook, and Hall each knew, this call-
and-response was actually a password, the traditional invitation to join The




5 When presented with Brian’s draft, his TA observed, “He was supposed to compare The Sun Also
Rises to our readings about Modernism—we didn’t even talk about The Old Man and the Sea.” She
explained that the fishing excursion is the real contrast to the bullfights in Pamplona, but refused to
speculate about a potential grade: “at least he read the book.”
6 Upon cross-examination, Brian admitted that he stopped reading The Sun Also Rises during the
“boring” descriptions of fishing and picnics. He anticipated the bullfights from “that blurry picture on
the cover” and supplemented the topic with The Old Man and the Sea at the last minute because our
high school English teacher loved that book and even hung a Florida Marlins poster on the classroom
wall.
8
8 (Allegedly) an offshoot of Yale’s infamous Skull and Bones, The Phalanx was founded in 1923, with
rumors of similar chapters in colleges and universities throughout the Southeast. Its members,
referred to as Hoplites, include officers in student government, captains of athletic teams, and high-
profile individuals throughout the student body. Following the directives of the school’s
administration, they operate behind the scenes “for the welfare and preservation of the institution
and its traditions.” Rumored activities include scheming, fundraising, surveying and manipulating
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#4: An Evolving Obsession
Moore states that Hall was annoyed by the disruption itself, ignoring his
infatuation with The Phalanx since he first arrived on campus. He despised the
group at first. When the Dining Center ran out of chicken nuggets his freshman
year, Brian blamed the shortfall on a Hoplite gathering that evening and
documented his outrage in a letter to The Herald.
Such behavior was familiar to Hall’s friends from high school, who testify to his
longstanding need for recognition and fear of being excluded. “Brian loves to join
clubs and organizations, especially if a leadership position is involved,” said Will
student opinion, suppressing the proletariat, networking with alumni, happy hours at the East Street
Brewery, and vision quests at the retreat center on Eagle Lake.
Potential inductees are invited (“tapped”) to join the ranks of The Phalanx in the following sacred,
time-honored ritual: i) Senior Hoplites approach the target from behind, tap them on the shoulder,
and ask, “Are you ready?” ii) If prepared to endure the Night of Trials and join their ranks, the inductee
must answer, without hesitation, “I’m ready for anything.” iii) He (or she, since 1974) is then
blindfolded and immediately led on an elaborate, night-long initiation.*
Advocates for The Phalanx emphasize its positive influence. Specific projects are difficult to pinpoint,
but they supposedly include the new South Campus entrance (note the Grecian influence in the
landscaping); the town hall meetings to promote dialogue among students, faculty, and
administrators; plans for a “campus hub” for career services and student organizations, and the
upcoming performance by Kenny Chesney. Opponents counter with the unchecked influence of a
manipulative, elitist organization, a tendency to encourage rumors and conspiracy, and the aforesaid
concert by the country superstar.
*Due to safety concerns —in particular, allowing a stranger to blindfold and abduct you for the
evening —targets are now pre-informed** of their imminent abduction and place themselves,
during the week of initiation (“The Long Watch”), in one of the many locations on campus with
links to Phalanx lore, including the Campus Dining Center with the Chik-Fil-A (look for the
Doric pillars on the exterior), the nature trail behind the Environmental Science building, and
the fourth floor of the library, home of the Classics volumes and one of the quietest, most
secluded sections of the stacks.
**Though well-versed in Hoplite tradition, Brian had overlooked (or ignored) this critical
development, believing that he soon would be asked the life-altering question, despite no
indication that a bid was forthcoming.
9




Trisdale, a former classmate at Carver County and current roommate. This
behavior intensified as a college student. Hall participated in intramural sports,
volunteered with the College Dance-a-Thon, and boasts ties to amateur theater.
He traveled to Atlanta with Habitat for Humanity and talked about founding a
local chapter of the FDA, the Future Dentists of America, before deciding that law
school was a better fit for his talents.
Last fall, at the start of his junior year, Brian’s roommates noticed a shift in his
stance. “I was trying to bait him,” explained Jared Knox, “blaming the ticket
shortage for the Auburn game on those damned Hoplites. But the son-of-a-bitch
actually defended The Phalanx, claiming it wasn’t as bad as its reputation.” His
portfolio of Facebook friends exploded, including an exponential surge in campus
leaders. “He was working his way toward some inner circle,” Eric Wilson noted.
“One night, in his trash, I found a paper that listed his activities and awards and
compared them to other students, all with code names from The Odyssey.”
Hall’s routines changed as well. He ate more frequently at the Chik-Fil-A, took
evening strolls on the nature trail, and studied exclusively on the fourth floor of
the library. He camped there for hours, returning at one in the morning to
complain about our lack of motivation. “God forbid you were playing Xbox and
drinking a beer when he arrived,” recalled Wilson. “We were cock-blocking his
invitation, his slacker friends, a stain on his reputation.”
Brian’s irritation grew with his anxiety, according to Knox, “always bitching about
the dishes in the sink and the message it sent—god, he became such a pain in the
ass.”
“Remember the day Sara Gaines was tapped?” asked Trisdale. “You spotted her
leaving the library in a blindfold and raced home to tell him? Shit. Brian ex-plo-ded,
slamming her shameless self-promotion and mediocre fundraising for the Dance-
a-Thon.”
#5: A Jury of His Peers
Given the tension within the apartment, a mounting hostility that Moore
overlooked, is it surprising that his roommates were plotting their revenge?
Imagine their schemes, the convenience of April Fool’s Day, the simplicity of it all.
How easy it was to approach Brian in the library in Halloween masks, tapping his
10
10 “Don’t get me wrong,” Trisdale added. “Brian’s a decent friend. It’s just . . .don’t quote me on this,
but he can be a real tool.”
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shoulder and asking that long-awaited question: “Are You Ready?”
“I’m Ready for Anything!” He nearly clocked Will’s jaw, leaping to accept the
blindfold.
The bar crawl that followed was the stuff of legends. Their intentions were even
noble: get Brian smashed, humiliate his ego a little, and remind him who his true
friends were.
The night required rituals, or the charade wouldn’t work. Eager to prove his worth,
Brian expected nothing less than an elaborate initiation. If anything, our schemes
were juvenile and uninspired, a far cry from the rites of passage that he was
steeled to endure. We shaved his head —always a given, once he began styling his
hair with product—and claimed his eyebrows for good measure.
The rest? Everything seems a bit silly in print, especially in retrospect, given what
transpired. Brian learned secret (i.e. vulgar) handshakes, completed an
embarrassing challenge at each stop, and encouraged strangers to Sharpie his face
and body with middle fingers, phone numbers, profanity and insults (including
every synonym for “douchebag” that we knew), not to mention a wide selection of
pornographic drawings—most notably, an elaborate portrait of Big Bird and Mr.
Snuffleupagus in a compromised position with our beloved sailor mascot.
If anything, we showed restraint. There was nothing sexual, nothing violent,
nothing like the traumatic shame in inductions described on the internet. Nothing
that left a permanent scar. We considered a tattoo, but deemed it too much, even
for Brian.
Things got out of control, the nature of the beast when shots are involved. Hence
the spontaneous trip to the Humanities Plaza, transforming its trademark
fountain into a pool of bubbles with dish soap. Brian himself made the audible to
remove his clothes for a skinny dip, culminating in his scandalous, infamous pose
with the wood nymph at its center.
When the campus police arrived, our band of brothers scattered to the wind. The
naked bather was shit-out-of-luck, slick with bubbles and scrambling to find his
pants.
11
11 The photos were never supposed to make it online —not the worst of them, at least. They were




#6: Hasn’t He Suffered Enough?
Hall woke the next morning in the city jail, his bald head cold and throbbing,
confused at his piss-soaked trousers, the smudged messages covering his flesh,
and his lack of eyebrows. He could anticipate the fine for public intoxication, but
not the indecency charge, the nude shenanigans that now must be reported on
grad school applications.
He missed a critical meeting for his group project in Political Science; messages
from partners filled his inbox, threats about the participation points he’ll lose.
Plans to finish his Macroeconomics assignment were also ruined, and the
professor doesn’t accept late work, another hit to his GPA. Good-bye, Dean’s List.
Good-bye, tier-one schools.
Pictures from his epic night would shortly appear on Facebook, a Sunday gift to his
parents, sister, pastor, and (soon-to-be-ex) girlfriend.
What’s more—what’s saddest of all, really—he still believed he joined The Phalanx.
Therefore, citizen-readers, before you dismiss Brian Hall as a deranged lunatic, a
violent skinhead who deserves the expulsion that’s likely in his future, consider his
full situation on that fateful Tuesday night. Because I want to set the record
straight, distancing him from the shoddy reporting of “staff writer” Moore and the
sensation-loving editors at The Herald. Thirty seconds should not negate thirty
months of scholarship and service.
Because you haven’t met my friend. Can you imagine his regret that evening,
slaving away on his essay, bald and single and a court date looming? In the quiet of
the library, he overheard that bitter question, the answer he once longed to utter
himself, now given by an undeserving rival.





MATT FORSYTHE teaches in the English Department at Rollins College. His 
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The bus stops in front of Ercilia’s house, pueblo-style and coral-colored like every
house in La Dorada. You follow her purple-and-black-checkered backpack down
the steps.
Yesterday’s snow is still thick on the ground, a rare treat in the desert. You love
the crunch beneath your boots, the tread marks you leave behind. You want to
mark up the whole world.
Ercilia retrieves the spare key from beneath a terracotta animal of indeterminate
species and opens the door. You feel a pulse of jealousy at her independence. Your
parents would never leave you home alone.
“Want a snack?” Ercilia asks.
Of course you do. You are bottomlessly hungry.
You make almond butter sandwiches on cheese bread, and you can’t decide if it’s
good or bad. It fills your stomach, but you’re hungry for something else. You don’t
want to be the first to suggest it. You don’t want to show Ercilia how desperate
you are.
“So…Faerie Quest?” she asks.
You sigh in heavy relief. You imagine a whole bat colony spilling from your mouth.
You take your plates to the den, and Ercilia powers up the desktop computer. She
double-clicks the butterfly wing icon. For a moment nothing happens, then the
cursor starts spinning, and then the screen plunges into anticipatory darkness.
Your parents don’t allow computer games, so this is the only time you can get your
fix.




enough to earn a blue ribbon at the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show.
Ercilia opens your saved game, and you’re so excited that you actually drool a
little. Last time, you stopped right before the final boss fight. Today, everything
comes to an end.
In Faerie Quest, released in 2001 by Mom’s Basement Entertainment, you play
Hazel, a young earth faerie whose garden is trampled by rhino-like craghorns. The
craghorns take everything—not just your livelihood, but your family too. On your
quest to save them, you learn that Maeve, a dark faerie, has ascended the throne,
and is planning on plunging the Faerie Realms into eternal night.
At the last save point, you and Ercilia were right outside Queen Maeve’s castle.
You’ve maxed out Hazel’s stats and hit points, and you’ve loaded her inventory
with healing potions. The only thing left to do is walk through the doors.
Since your fingers are more dexterous on the keyboard, Ercilia lets you steer. You
maneuver Hazel into the palace, use her elemental magic to cut down Maeve’s
craghorn guards, and burst into the throne room, and—
Dread and almond butter congeal in your stomach.
Cut-scene: Maeve rises from the throne, chuckling villainously. Her hair is purple
and green, like a bowl of mixed grapes, and her dramatic black dress highlights her
impossible hip-to-waist ratio. “You don’t know what you’ve done,” she hisses,
wings unfurling. She extends her hands and acid-green fireballs swell in her palms.
The cut-scene ends. The fight begins.
Ercilia, La Dorada, New Mexico, the world—it all ceases to exist. You are Hazel,
and you are going to bring Maeve to her knees. You use all the spells you learned
in your quest, all the gifts the elemental fae gave you, but Maeve is a formidable
foe. Twice she brings you to the point of death, and only by gulping healing potions
do you survive the onslaught. Finally, impossibly, euphorically, you snuff out the
last slice of red on her health bar. The purple crystal on her scepter shatters. The
usurper has been defeated.
Ercilia screams and hugs you. You return to your body in pins and needles. Your
eyes are still glued to the screen.
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Something is terribly, terribly wrong.
You’re in another cut-scene, but there is no triumphant music in the background.
Maeve sprawls on the tiled floor, her expression pained. “You fools,” she gasps. “I
tried to save you.”
You watch in horror as yellow mist eeps from her shattered scepter. Maniacal
laughter fills the throne room. The mist takes shape, forming a light faerie with
eyes like unsweetened lemonade and a pour of molten gold hair. Iphigenia. The
true queen. The victim of Maeve’s tyranny. But why is she smiling like that?
“Bra-vo,” Iphigenia drawls, slow-clapping. “I’m impressed you made it this far.
Thanks for releasing me, by the way. It’s no fun being stuck inside a crystal. Now,
where were we? Oh yes, I was siphoning souls! That’s the secret to eternal youth
and beauty, you know.”
Ercilia grabs your shoulder, but you’re so numb you hardly feel it. “Oh my god,” she
breathes. “Iphigenia is the bad guy?”
“Your soul looks particularly tasty,” Iphigenia says, flapping her butter-yellow
wings. “Don’t mind if I do.”
She extends her pointed fingertips, and Hazel’s outline begins to blur. “No!” you
scream.
But before she can reduce your hit points to zero, Maeve intervenes. Your fingers
go limp on the keyboard as the dark faerie—your sworn enemy—flings herself in
front of Iphigenia to save you. “I give you my blessing!” Maeve cries as she bursts
into purple dust.
You inhale the dust, all of it, its wrathful darkness inking its way through your
veins. You will destroy Iphigenia. You will avenge Maeve.
“Are you okay?” Ercilia asks.
Your cheeks are wet. Your lip is wet. Without meaning to, you’ve drawn blood.
Maeve was just trying to protect you. Everything you’ve ever known is wrong.




the faerie realms, and Hazel ascends the throne as the new queen. It’s a hollow
victory. Nothing can bring Maeve back.
Your parents pick you up an hour later. “Did you have a good time?” they ask.
You don’t respond. Like the almond butter sandwich, you’re not sure. All you know
is that you’ll never be the same.
*
“You know what this means,” Ercilia says the next day on the bus. “Darkness is
good and light is evil. It makes sense. I’ve kind of always thought that.”
“Yes,” you say. “Me too.”
It feels chillingly correct, deliciously subversive, something that separates you
from cucumber-melon girls who get their ears pierced at Claire’s and weigh down
their backpacks with googly-eyed kitten keychains.
Ercilia’s hands wave excitedly as she explains how men are afraid of women
because they draw their power from the moon. Through the bus window, the
moon is a half-full husk in the blue sky, but you feel it tugging.
Last night, you dreamed about a bonus level where Maeve could be resurrected.
When you woke, your stomach became a mineshaft with nothing at the bottom,
not even echoes.
Ercilia tells you she’s writing a story about girls who wake up in coffins, so hungry
they could puke, and only their own blood will satisfy them.
You look at your wrists and imagine tooth marks like rows of stitches.
“I’m writing a story too,” you say, “but I don’t know what it’s about yet.”
*
Because you’ve been such a good girl, your parents give you Faerie Quest for your
eleventh birthday. You play through the whole thing in two days, barely pausing to
eat or pee. You make different choices, try to stop Iphigenia before she
incinerates Maeve, but in the end, the outcome is the same. There’s nothing you
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can do to save her.
“What’s wrong?” your mom asks, because something is obviously wrong.
You look at her, the same mom you’ve always had—short hair, red lips, vintage
dress—and see a stranger. Someone capable of lying, of keeping secrets. She’s so
much more than the person who purses her lips when you watch anime but still
tucks little love notes between your sandwich and juice box. For the first time, you
see her as a complete person, and it unscrolls a vast desert between the two of
you.
That’s what’s wrong. Life isn’t a series of prewritten quests, combats, and cut-
scenes, and you are not the most important person in the world. You are one mind
in a seething sea of minds, all of them clustering numb as jellyfish, in contact but
never understanding one another.
Your mom is waiting for an answer, so you tell her your spleen chi is depleted.
She’s been taking classes in Chinese herbal medicine and seems pleased that
you’re absorbing her ancient wisdom.
She makes you a grainy tea with plum flower and roasted lotus root, and you drink
it to the dregs. It tastes like an extinguished campfire.
*
On Saturday, your grandma takes you to Baskin-Robbins. All her grandchildren
get ice cream sundaes when they surpass her in height. You’ve been looking
forward to this rite of passage, thinking you’ll finally join your cousins in the ranks
of adulthood, but when your grandma explains the situation to the scooper boy,
you feel younger than you ever have.
The sundae is good, though. You love the liminal space where hot fudge meets
cold vanilla, the chemical pucker of the maraschino cherry, how the things that are
worst for you taste the best.
You swirl your green plastic spoon around and consider what to say next. You
want to prove that you deserve this sundae, not because you’re tall enough, but
because you’re wise and mature enough.





Your grandma gives you a funny look. “Or you could just think about it for half an
hour before falling asleep.”
You shrug and stare into your yogurt, thinking she knows nothing about
obsession.
*
In your best handwriting, on college-ruled notebook paper, you write a letter to
the developers at Mom’s Basement Entertainment, imploring them to resurrect
Maeve in the game’s sequel.
Two nail-biting weeks later, you get a response—not just an envelope, but a whole
box of merch. There’s a Faerie Quest watch, poster, and keychain. The keychain is
a tiny stuffed Maeve, her face stitched into a smirk. You clutch it to your chest as
you read their typed response.
They thank you for your letter but say there are no plans for a sequel, since Faerie
Quest didn’t sell well with boys, who are their primary audience. They do,
however, encourage you to purchase Dragon Lords of the Broken Throne, on sale
this fall.
*
You think about Maeve all day and dream about her all night. Here, some
transference of ownership occurs. Maeve no longer belongs to Mom’s Basement
Entertainment, but to you and you alone.
In the dream, you’re alone in Iphigenia’s throne room, facing the throne itself, its
cold gold and scrolled arms. You know to poke its inlaid gems in a certain
sequence, and a grinding noise behind you signals that the floor has collapsed into
a spiraling stairwell. You follow it down into a dark crypt with a ribbed ceiling.
Thick mist swirls at the room’s margins, its creepers reaching to bind your ankles.
You know that the mist can’t hurt you, that the goblins and demons it forms are
just illusions. You know which path to take to find the marble mausoleum. And you
know that her restless spirit demands sacrifice.
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You kneel before her burial site, the mist lapping at you like a silent sea. A dagger
materializes in your right hand, its hilt molded into butterfly wings. No, faerie
wings. Maeve’s wings.
You don’t hesitate. The cut is deep and clean. For a moment, you think you missed,
but then a line of red appears on your wrist, and then the line overflows, splashing
the dusty mausoleum steps, and then something intangible shifts in the
atmosphere, and your ears fill with the sound of flapping wings—and you wake,
knowing what must be done.
*
Sixth grade ends and Ercilia goes to a private middle school for artsy goths.
Meanwhile, you enroll in a charter school for kids who “didn’t work out” in a
traditional system, which your parents thought meant gifted but actually means
troubled.
The girls here all hunt for sport. In pre-algebra, they ask if you’re bi. You don’t
know what that means, so you don’t respond. The next day, everyone is
whispering about you. On the bus, they ask if you’re retarded. To preserve your
dignity, you ignore them. The next day, more whispers.
Without Ercilia, you’re alone on the bus. This used to be your favorite part of the
day, when you could watch the desert landscape scroll by and imagine faeries
flitting among the sagebrush. But it quickly becomes the thing you dread most.
The boys in the back rows have taken an interest in you because you are ugly and
smart, two things they fear above all else.
“Let me copy your answers,” one of them says, waving his blank biology worksheet
in your face, and when you don’t respond, he spits “bitch” under his breath.
*
You fall into a numb khaki world, bored in school, overlooked at home. You collect
smooth purple stones, a rabbit skull picked clean of flesh, and—though there are
many bacterial reasons why you shouldn’t—the freshly dead body of a little brown
bat. When your mom sees, she shrieks and marches you to the bathroom sink,
pinning your wrists under the stream of scalding water. You trick yourself into
embracing the pain, and you are stronger than you thought possible. Later you tell





She’s different now. Puberty has thickened you but sleekened her. Her hair is
bleached Iphigenia-blonde, an edgy contrast with her dark skin. She’s wearing a
dog collar and fingerless gloves with lace patterned like spider webs. She strips
you of your inner lining and wears it like a cheap costume. What is truth for you is
just aesthetic for her.
The rest of your hangout is awkward. She doesn’t want to do anything you used to
do together—silly photo shoots, filming commercials for random household
objects, playing computer games. She doesn’t even want a snack, because she’s
trying to lose six pounds. She picks out a movie, a comedy, but you can’t bring
yourself to laugh.
You don’t call her again, and the one time she calls you, you make your mom say
you’re not home.
*
The dream again, but this time Maeve’s tomb is in your own backyard. Centuries
have passed in the faerie realms, and the mausoleum’s ruins are buried beneath
red dirt and cholla cactus. You pace around the fortress of spikes, but no opening
reveals itself. You notice that each pearly spine is red at the root, as if grown from
blood.
A strange impulse seizes you, and you wrap your hand around a cactus branch.
The pain sparks in the back of your neck, reminding you that your nerve networks
branch like the cactus, their spines ending in surprisingly places.
You squeeze, and the sparks settle into a steady burn, then a smoldering ache.
Some needles break under pressure; others sink greedily into the meat of your
palm.
This is the part where you wake up. But you don’t.
Because this isn’t a dream.
*
December finds you on a sunken couch, separated by a coffee table from a
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therapist. She has cropped silver hair, a necklace made of recycled paper beads,
and a voice that is gentle without being condescending. You brace yourself, but in
those first 50 minutes, she doesn’t ask about your bandaged hand.
It isn’t until the second session that she asks why you grabbed the cactus. Fiddling
with your stuffed Maeve keychain, you stare at the braided rug. It seems stupid
now, like the hot water. Hurting yourself just to prove you’re strong enough.
Strong enough for what? You have no idea what’s coming. The rest of your life
sprawls before you like a video game landscape—finite foreground you can only
have limited interactions with, haze of background, and nothing in between. It
seems both limited and limitless; no matter how it ends, it will end, and there will
be no sequel.
It was so much simpler when your save file was only at 12%, before you upgraded
Hazel’s novice training sword, before Maeve sacrificed herself to save you. You
want what you can’t have—that feeling of clicking New Game, the stomach-
bottoming-out darkness before the first cutscene.
Your silence drags on long enough that the therapist changes direction. “Tell me
about your keychain,” she says.
You tell her you got it as a consolation prize from a gaming company for boys. It’s
the right thing to say. The conversation steers towards having a voice in a male-
dominated world, and you let the therapist think your problem is sexism, not…
whatever it is.
“Do you feel like you have control in your life?” she asks.
This question catches you off guard. You think about the bus that took you and
Ercilia to and from school, the same route every day. You think about playing
through Faerie Quest twice, the same ending each time.
“I mean, who does?” you say, and she gives you this look, and for a fraction of a
second you feel seen, feel known.
*
New Year’s Eve. A family friend’s house. Posole simmering on the stove, salsa
music sizzling in the living room. You wedge yourself into a corner by the snack





The front door swings open, and Ercilia glides in on a draft of cold air. She notices
you immediately, so you force your numb lips into a smile.
You don’t realize how tall she’s gotten until she’s standing right next to you. Her
black skinny jeans are artfully shredded from thigh to ankle, her burgundy bomber
jacket shining like a beetle’s carapace. She’s literally glowing.
“I haven’t seen you in forever!” she squeals, wrapping you in her strong arms.
“How are you?”
“Good.” The word ghosts out of you.
“Are you still writing?” she asks, and you remember that once upon a time there
was a story you wanted to tell, but the feelings never crystallized into words.
“Not really.” You dip a pita chip into baba ganoush you don’t want, then stare
blankly at the gray glop.
“This music sucks,” you say, because you feel like you should contribute something
to the conversation.
“I got you,” she says, pulling an iPod from her pocket. “Wanna sit over here?”
As you follow her to a vacant couch, you remember another New Year’s Eve party,
three or four years ago, when you and Ercilia swooped through the house
pretending to be owls, hooting your hearts out until your mom kicked you outside.
Now, as you sink onto the couch cushion, you’re afraid that you’ll keep on sinking
forever. Ercilia passes you an earbud that doesn’t fit properly, so you have to hold
it in place. She scrolls through her library by running her thumb in circles around
the touch-wheel.
“Here we go,” she says. “You’ll like this song. It’s happy.”
Her words are a gut-punch. How could she mistake you for happy? Your thighs are
touching, but you’ve never felt further from her.
Upbeat electro-pop shimmers into your ear canal, and a heavily auto-tuned
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woman sings about being a butterfly. You’re surprised to realize that you do like
this song. You don’t return Ercilia’s smile, but you don’t put down the earbud
either. You listen to the music until it ends.
________________
Rita Feinstein is the author of the poetry chapbook Life on Dodge (Brain Mill
Press, 2018). Her work has appeared in Grist, Willow Springs, and Sugar House,
among other publications, and has been nominated for Best of the Net and Best






Diana Khoi Nguyen selected “Hanjo” for the 2020 Yellowwood Poetry Prize. She
writes, “With this hybrid piece inspired by Mishima Yukio’s play, Hanjo, the writer
deftly distills the existential questioning brought on by acts between, of, and
outside of love (and the performance of it). Here is a philosophy of love and
performance rendered into images (“A bird flapping frantic … is a still thing),
textures (“The red felt lining …), and bold declarations (“To be plucked from a dark
room like an eye from a skull isn’t love; it’s performative”)–It is no accident that




The motionless star and the moving star will meet.
JITSUKO
What if he is also waiting and not moving?
HANAKO
You don’t know men.
A bird flapping frantic without rocking its cage is a still thing. The red felt lining of
a businessman’s briefcase against which contracts rustle, also still, even as the
briefcase is snatched from his loose grip. Who is the thief? Too far away to know
now. The destination? Somewhere else. To be plucked from a dark room like an
eye from a skull isn’t love; it’s performative. I gave up performance when I had to
introduce myself a second time. If, instead of watching strangers pass by my
bench, I flung myself before a train like rice at a wedding, would that be the train
you finally step out of? Would it be madness if it brought me closer to you?
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JAZ SUFI (she/hers) is a mixed race Iranian-American poet and arts educator. Her
work has been published or is upcoming in AGNI, PANK, Birdfeast, The Rumpus,
and elsewhere. She is a Kundiman fellow and National Poetry Slam finalist, and is






This Is A Stick Up
says the radical priest to the man in the bear costume: ‘Give me everything you’ve got’ and the man 
in the bear costume quickly explains he does not have pockets. ‘Okay then give me that bear 
costume’ says the radical priest, and the man takes off the costume and becomes a regular naked 
guy. He starts to shiver. So the radical priest says ‘Here’ and offers the man his discarded collar and 
cassock and shoes. The man says ‘Thank you, my son.’ Puts on the clothes. And what do you know?
Soon enough, this priest and this bear are walking together on the nearby forest trail, picking up 
suspect twigs along the way. At some point the handgun gets tossed into a stream.
Dating
This professor found love in the arms of an ice core sample. He had been awarded a grant to go and 
pick around in the cold for a while. Drilled from two miles straight down in a Greenland sheet, the 
ice core sample came up to him all cool. Inside, the sample had archived the single crystal ball eye of 
a wooly mammoth. The sample had the purple feet of a neanderthal. So when the grant money 
expired, this professor brought his love back to university, and they lived happily there. Till one day 
he walked into the living room and found a puddle of stale meat. Then he fell head over heels 
again–– called after the escaping million-year-old air, chased it down the sidewalk. This professor, 
he was falling in love all the time.
EVAN NICHOLLS is from the peach, fox, horse and wine country of Fauquier
County, Virginia. He has work appearing or forthcoming in Hobart, DIAGRAM and
Third Coast, among others. He tweets at @nicholls_evan. Find more of his work at
evannichollswrites.wordpress.com.
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     (1)
one of many ledges      shadow-dispelling
& in that like a doorway lit
from either side
someone approaches
a few grains against their left hip
“someone” is always an edge, or a ledge
in this tapestry designed by Comper
someone
is drawing a needle
with its thread  through—
& this is the question
whether stones lie
& if so,  how we call them out for it
what the host
condigns to show us, whittled
from other ghosts
a thrumming, a thrumbling
upon the sharp edge of which I strode
without any usher       to tempt my silence
 (2)
the pasture’s asceticism refusing
the strict frame






which is in turn judged—  (breath
is one form this takes, but not the only)
prepare a magnifying mechanism,
apply it
as one would a poultice, to a burn
things
we can see in the sky, vs things we can’t
 (3)
breech of willow just beyond the burnish
of the walking poor
alone suggesting
they have left their books
of martyrs        open in some other room
strict regime  where hunger sets
like a moon we put there
expecting confidently we would return
 (4)
striations in the absolute  gelded
the utter absence of neolithic evidence
at these locations
(as
of gold thread, I stooped, I looked)
nor blame-struck chapelry
for the exchange of humours, pigments
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nothing like that
you bring your geometry with you
packed
like a light lunch, pierced transversely
& then the drop
(but—          holding itself
almost motionless against the gusts)
      (5)
why not
turn the tired body
to more than calendar, less than plight—
G.C. WALDREP’s most recent books are feast gently (Tupelo, 2018), winner of the
William Carlos Williams Award from the Poetry Society of America, and the long
poem Testament (BOA Editions, 2015). Newer work has appeared in APR, Poetry,
Paris Review, New England Review, Yale Review, Iowa Review, Colorado Review,
New American Writing, Conjunctions, etc. Waldrep lives in Lewisburg, Pa., where




“FORGIVE ME FOR NOT
UNDERSTANDING
A. R. Zarif
that you have always been one of us. . .” is the last thing Kerchak says before he
dies at the end of Tarzan. If it takes too long to clasp a necklace, I feel dramatic. I
even hum like you. My entire childhood I wanted to eat the chocolate cake. I
misunderstood. I thought when the principal said the cook made it with her blood
and sweat she was speaking literally. That blood was in the chocolate, and it still
looked so oily and delicious. Porco dio! My poems are days off to me. Sometimes I
have to decide: to twist, to fatten, to scatter, to flatten, to gather. “Gasoline
fattens between our teeth.” Rancid butter shrieks all over my house! I ate
something painful. I too am writing poems for people taller than me, thank God. I
like your flashing glasses.
A. R. ZARIF is from Chicago. His work has appeared or is forthcoming in BOAAT,
Foundry, Muzzle Magazine, Frontier Poetry, NECK, Two Peach, Ninth Letter,
Cosmonauts Avenue, The Puritan, Bennington Review, and The Offing. He holds
an MFA from Brown University.
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[I couldn’t read] [this morning] [not this] [not that] [nothing] [pretended to read] [the newspaper]
[words all around me] [I don’t recognize] [I remember] [they had a word] [for this]  [condition]
[what does that word] [look like] [someone] [may try] [to test me] [hold up a card saying]
[ILLITERATE] [they may ask] [what is this word] [how will I know] [what to say] [they have names]
[for everything] [even the sun] [what if the card says] [SUN] [how will I know] [its not the moon] [if 
it is the moon] [I’ll say] [I knew all along] [of course] [I know] [what the moon] [looks like] [or was it 
the sun] [what if the bus driver] [has a card] [and wants to know] [where I’m going] [it could be] [a 
trick] [what] [STREET] [do you want] [the bus people] [will start laughing] [I’ll have to guess] [play 
along] [what if the policeman] [has a card] [is this your] [NAME] [sir] [of course I know] [who I am]
[but what is this word] [they have] [for me] [the judge] [has a card] [it states my] [GUILT] [but what 
is this word] [if I say I’m not guilty] [and it says I am guilty] [then I would be guilty] [of lying] [until I 
woke up] [happy to be myself] [again] [I can read] [I know all my words] [wife downstairs] [at the 
breakfast table] [sunlight streaming] [down the staircase] [still] [in her nightgown] [staring at me]
[holding up] [a card]
HENRY CRAWFORD’s work has appeared in several journals and online
publications including Boulevard (finalist 2014 emerging poets contest), Copper
Nickel, and Poets Reading the News. His first collection of poetry, American
Software, was published in 2017 by CW Books. His second collection of poetry,
The Binary Planet, was published by The Word Works in 2020. His poem The
Fruits of Famine, won first prize in the 2019 World Food Poetry Competition. His
poem Blackout was selected by the Southern Humanities Review as a finalist in
the 2018 Jake Adam York Witness Poetry Contest. His poem Making an Auto
Insurance Claim was selected as an honorable mention in Winning Writer’s 2019
Wergle Flomp Humor Poetry Contest. His multi-media work, Gettysburg Auto





AT A PARTY TONIGHT & TOMORROW
WE’RE SUPPOSED TO CATCH A PLANE
Adam Clay
after Cate Peebles
I didn’t know the word for it was lintel,
but I knew just what you meant. Not a usual party,
you & I playing charades with building materials, glasses
clinking each time we stump the other, cleanly
but with a delicate ringing tone. To be exact
seems the point of the game, but
what we mean to say can be the bridge or the water
that passes under it. Tone’s always our god. How
are you? Today I feel around inside your head, anything
goes until it stops short. A clink of drinks again, the pickled
vegetables in your Bloody Mary stir in the ice & we look: spread
across the table, there’s cheese cut into tiny bricks & cloth
napkins laid out to be thrown away like tarps. Other conversations
might be interested in ours, but it would take the room
going quiet for them to hear us, for the walls
to squeeze in slow like a Saturday. The corsage
you chose from the other table suits your skin, not too bold
for the dress, though I neglected to tell you my
vision’s troubled always by color. It’s just one thing I
meant to say among others, plus my lips don’t pucker
up to lemons or limes, but it’s not a talent worth playing up
when more important missives should become language
remembered. It’s time to go, but we can’t. I’d drive a tractor
through the heart of a moment to stir up adolescent
hopes we’ve all had. Let’s not go there now. Between
sips we acknowledge there’s no tractor here, but how heavenly
to imagine an afterlife where we each have our own tractor, cruel laughs
as we disrupt stifling patterns from another life. The humid
air just broke, & I just remembered the beets
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we left roasting in the oven, but I bet they’re barely
softening even now. Did you hair curl this way when you were a girl
or did time twist you toward the sky somehow, hovering
from point-to-point like light? When the fans
turn on, I worry about you, but I worry about everything
from the postal service to why the color pink
(& why it’s used to color in some shades of cartoon skin)
isn’t called “green.” The nights always turn out this way, &
I like it when the expected blooms elsewhere. If my palms sweat
in dreams, don’t hold it against me. I’m in this life & there’s
another me if you look away, but then a buzz & our flight’s
tomorrow, time to check-in, but we won’t experience
regret or remorse if we stay another day, visit
some museum we’ve never heard of, enter a parallel dimension
through the gift shop where we’ll buy nothing, ones
& fives in our fists, darting here & there like wild children.
ADAM CLAY’s most recent book is To Make Room for the Sea (Milkweed Editions,
2020). He is editor-in-chief of Mississippi Review, a co-editor of Typo Magazine,
and a Book Review Editor for Kenyon Review. He directs the Center for Writers







Behind the house, a goliath birdeater tarantula scurries through the junkyard looking for jet engine 
parts. We are shackled to the bedframe, taking our medicine, watching the sun holy out of the 
horizon. In the hallway is another hallway and along the walls are portraits of hallways and along 
the walls are portraits of stars, celebrity not celestial. It’s the largest spider in the world, she says. I 
begin to gnaw on my leg. My skin peels off like paper but I have a letter to write so it’s okay. Hand 
me a pencil. Dear future atomic deconstruction of me-self: I see the haunted core of the crane fly. 
He moves the photographs and dreams about dancing. His wings are novels. I am an employee here. 
I am an employee. I am employed.
Talisman of Vapor
Someone once asked me what exactly do you think you’re doing with your poetry and I said fixing 
language. It’s not supposed to be about things. It’s not supposed to be mean. It’s song and 
incantation. You want proof? Read this out loud and watch what happens. If you intone correctly, 
it’ll snow outside and you’ll sneeze a bunch. All I desire is control over weather and allergens. The 
dirt road leading to our porch becomes an agora of disaster. The grocery store parking lot becomes 
an iceberg. See his jacket? See his jacket vaporize? See my talisman? See my talisman fact-check?
BRYAN EDENFIELD was born in Arizona but has lived in Seattle since 2007. He
was the founder and director of the small press and literary arts organization,
Babel/Salvage. He hosted and curated the Glossophonic Showcase and the
Ogopogo Performance Series. His writing has most recently been published in
Sporklet, Mantra Review, Underwood Press, Meekling Review, TL;DR, and Plinth.
He was a recipient of the Jack Straw Writers Fellowship for 2018 and is currently
the host and producer of the Hollow Earth Radio program, Glossophonics.
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Endless discover me grueling like learning the stars by feel. Dirigible spheres. A 
storied audit down to the aether. The thing to do is gaze to the lode of me—
supposing ore—then, starved for frame, the reaches of us. Beyond the water cycle, 
I fog the peeks of foil. I’m not angry. Still they hold heat, they bright, they torn 
lacunose in a wholecloth umbra. Don’t say time, say blinks don’t say blessed, say 
lucky. The negative space always appears so soft.
Her
That’s her. Can’t recall blank no-smile no-yell no-body and not a soul watching. 
Before endless Xanadu reflections, diffuse in a stubborn pantry. So can it be she is 
also everything that has found a home in the glossy surface of her. Because then 
what is motility. Then what then what notion’s solid. In perpetuity: there’s a girl 
that is [redacted], a longer-than-possible sentence that’s the girl, a cold slice of 
hungry that’s the sentence, a soft-serve dish that’s the hunger, a joke that’s the 
soft-serve, a tantrum that’s the joke which is a star with nowhere else to look and 
a planet that has no light of its own saying That’s her.
A Cajun Louisiana native, SAMANTHA BARES is a graduate of the Helen Zell
Writers’ Program, where she won the Frederick Busch Prize in Fiction, and a
former Zell Postgraduate Fellow. Her poetry has most recently appeared in
Epigraph Magazine. Her fiction, published under the name Mant Bares, is
forthcoming in the Beloit Fiction Journal. Samantha is working on a novel-length
swamp opera, which Key West Literary Seminar selected as finalist for the 2020



























[terminated 23 April 2015]
[it was estimated that Alouette would remain in orbit for 1000 years]
[deactivated 2 April 2017]
[in Inuktitut, Anik means “little brother.”]
[a family of expendable systems]
[officially end-of-lifed on July 14, 2006; close to 4 years after it had ceased carrying signals,]
[French for “cherry”]
[as it would be “lost and gone forever” following its mission,]
[left to disintegrate in 2005]
[no known location.]
[lost on 26 March 2016; body last observed tumbling in orbit]
[the mass of the particle that impacted Giotto and sent it spinning was not measured, but from its effects—]
[scattered radioactive debris over northern Canada, prompting an extensive cleanup operation known
as Operation Morning Light.]
[it now seemed to be tumbling and was probably out of control.]
[final communication received 07:21 UTC on 30 June 1997]
[had a series of unfortunate accidents in orbit]
[, an unusually cold climate]
[a tape recorder is on board, which failed on 24 May 1973 after 730 plays.]
[; observed cloud-building]
[each sister remains in orbit around Earth]
[I will stay in orbit for 240 years.]
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